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ABSTRACT

Arrays of fixed discrete surfaces are encountered in a number of
important applications. Evaluating radiant heat transfer in an array of
fixed discrete surfaces is challenging because array optical properties are
often nonhomogeneous and anisotropic. This article presents the results of
a Monte Carlo simulation of radiation heat transfer in several array
geometries. The results show that for the array geometries included in the
study,* the extinction coefficient is strongly anisotropic and that optical
properties are dependent on both the geometric arrangement of the elements
and the scattering characteristics of individual elements.

INTRODUCTION

Arrays of fixed discrete surfaces can be encountered in a range of applications.
Examples include volumetric air heating solar central receivers [1], ceramic fabrics
[2], and fibrous insulation [3]. In most applications involving radiative heat
transfer in participating media, optical properties such as extinction coefficient and
anisotropic scattering are treated as being independent of incident angle. When the
orientation of an absorbing array element is fixed, the scattering phase function
depends on the angle of incidence, as well as the angle of reflection [4].

The objective of this research was to evaluate radiation heat transfer in a range
of array geometries. A typical array is shown in Figure 1. Monochromatic collimated
radiation impinges on an array of isothermal fixed discrete surfaces at a variable
incident angle. The array is enclosed in either specular or black boundaries.
Radiation between isothermal array elements and from the array to the surroundings was
not included in the analysis.

The research documented in this paper developed and applied an innovative Monte
Carlo model to evaluate radiation heat transfer in arrays of fixed discrete surfaces
[5]. The Monte Car]o model was used to simulate radiation heat transfer in a range of
array geometries with varying surface properties. The results give an indication of
the challenges associated with modeling radiation heat transfer in arrays of fixed
discrete surfaces.

(ajOperated for the U.S. Department of Energy by Battelle Memorial Institute under
Contract DE-ACO6-76RLO 1830.
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Figure 1. Typical Array of High Aspect Ratio Elements

MONTE CARLO MODEL

Monte Carlo modeling has been widely applied to radiation heat transfer problems
and the method is well documented [6,7,8]. The Monte Carlo simulation used in this
study divides the array into computational cells where each cell contains one array
element. The cell-to-cell transport algorithm of Drost et al. [1] was implemented in
the MCLITE computer code for simulating two-dimensional arrays. A photon is initially
emitted into an exterior cell and interacts with the element in that cell, resulting in
the photon being absorbed, reflected out of the array, or transmitted to an adjacent
cell. The procedure is repeated, tracking the photon as it moves from cell to cell,
until the photon is either absorbed or exits the array.

The cell-to-cell transport scheme divides the array into a set of parallel zones
each of which has the same width as the array, L and then divides the zone into
cells. Each cell has the same height as the zone but the cell width is arbitrary The
only constraint is that the sum of all cell widths within a zone is equal to the zone
width. The array is assumed to be enclosed in a rectangular boundary in the xy plane.
The faces of the array through which photons enter and exit are oriented parallel to
the x axis. The y axis points into the array. The face of the array through which
photons enter is located at y=0 and the left hand boundary of the array is fixed along
the line x=0. The right hand boundary is located at x=L . The sum of the zone heights
is equal to the height of the array, /.. , and photons exit the array by crossing the
line at y=Lu. The geometry of the cells and zones is illustrated schematically in
Figure 2. J

The boundaries of the array at x=0 and x< can be treated as either regular
surfaces or periodic boundaries. If the boundaries are treated as regular surfaces
photons encountering them can be absorbed, specularly reflected, or diffusely
reflected. If the boundaries are periodic, a photon that exits one side of the array
enters the array from the other side traveling in the same direction and with the same
\y,z) coordinate.

Cell-to-cell photon transport requires two sets of calculations. The first set
determines the movement of the photon from one cell to the next; the second determines
the outcome of a photon/cell interaction. The cell-to-cell tracking calculations
identify which cell in the array the photon currently occupies. The photon is
initially emitted into an external cell in the array. At the beginning of the
photon/cell calculation, the photon is located at the edge of the cell with a known
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Figure 2. Cell Model

location and direction. The photon is directed towards the interior of the cell.
When the photon/cell interaction is complete, the photon is again located on the
boundary of the cell with a known location and direction. The photon trajectory is now
directed towards the exterior of the cell. The cell-to-cell computation then
identifies the cell that the photon enters next, the data is reorganized so that the
photon is poised on the boundary of the cell that it enters next, with a known location
and direction, and the next photon/cell interaction calculation is performed. This
process is repeated until the photon is absorbed or exits the array. The cell-to-cell
tracking scheme is independent of the photon/cell calculations, which gives the MCLITE
code a convenient, modular structure. Additional array element types can be added to
the code by writing the corresponding photon/cell interaction routines, without
seriously modifying any other portions of the program.

A photon's trajectory within a cell is determined by a series of cell models
where each cell contains a single element. MCLITE currently supports routines for
calculating photon/cell interactions in cells containing elements with circular,
rectangular, and triangular cross sections. It also has a routine for calculating the
trajectory of a photon through an empty cell. As part of the calculations, the
location and results of interactions between photons and solid surfaces in the cell are
determined.

The use of computational cells simplifies the calculation of photon trajectories
by reducing the number of surfaces that need to be considered as candidates for the
next photon/surface interaction. For each photon/cell interaction, the program only
needs to consider the surfaces of the array element contained within the cell and the
surfaces representing the cell boundary. At the expense of additional program
complexity, the number of surfaces that must be considered can often be reduced even
further, depending on where the photon enters the cell in relation to the array element
contained within the cell.

Most of the calculations required to evaluate the trajectory of a photon inside a
cell consist of finding the intersections of various straight lines. The plioton
trajectory, as well as most of the elements within the cell and the cell boundary
itself, are composed of straight line segments. The only exception is for cells
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containing circular elements. The most convenient method for performing these
calculations is to express the straight lines as parameterized vector equations of the
form

X ( T ) = f + T S (1)

where s is the direction that the photon is traveling. The intersection of two line
segments in two dimensions can be computed by solving the two simultaneous equations
for each line segment. This is a straightforward algebraic calculation that avoids any
trigimetric functions, so it is performed quickly on most computers.

For cells containing circular elements, the intersection of the photon trajectory
with a circle is also a relatively simple calculation. The circle is defined by the
equation

2\x - fo\ = a
2 (2)

where the a is the radius of the c i rc le. The intersection of the photon with the
circle can be found by solving Equation (2) for r

if + x§-fo\
2=a2 (3)

If the photon trajectory intersects one of the solid surfaces in the array, the
program accesses a subroutine that computes the outcome of the photon/surface
interaction. The input for this routine is the direction of the incident photon, the
normal vector to the surface at the point of intersection (h), a parameter representing
the photon's energy, and the relevant surface properties. The subroutine calculates
the direction and energy of the outgoing photon. For specularly reflected photons, the
direction of the outgoing photon is given by the formula

Sf = 3i - 2 ( 3 ^ ) A (4)

where s^ and s^ are the pre- and post-collision directions of the photon. For diffuse
reflections, the calculation is more complicated because a local coordinate system
needs to be constructed at the location of the surface/photon interaction. The output
from the calculation is the same as for specular reflections. The choice of diffuse or
specular reflection is random, with the relative probabilities determined by the
diffuse and specular reflectivities.

In addition to calculating trajectories through the array, MCLITE has options
that allow the user to specify different source configurations for illuminating the
array. The program also collects a broad range of data on the simulation including
total reflectivities, absorptivities, transmissivities, and zone absorbtivities. The
intensity of transmitted photons as functions of position and direction are also
calculated.

RESULTS

Sample results from the Monte Carlo simulation are presented to illustrate the
complexities associated with modeling radiation heat transfer in arrays of fixed
discrete surfaces. Three array geometries were considered. The first array is shown
in Figure 1 and includes fin-shaped elements with an element aspect ratio of 3. The
second array is shown in Figure 3 and consists of widely dispersed elements with square
cross-sections. The third array is similar to the array shown in Figure 3, except that
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the square elements are replaced with cylindrical elements. The cylindrical elements
are assumed to have a diameter equal to the width of the square elements used in the
second array. It was initially assumed that widely spaced cylindrical elements would
be most likely to exhibit homogeneous array optical properties.

The array geometries were simulated using the Monte Carlo code for three sets of
surface properties: a specularly reflecting case, a diffusely reflecting case, and a
case that included absorption by array elements. The cases are summarized in Table 1.
Each case involved calculating the transmission of radiation through the array for six
incident angles (a = 0, x/16. w/8, 3*/16, */4, 3 W 8 ) .

TABLE 1. Characteristics of Cases

Element
Width

Flnment
Length

Element
Spacing

Row Spacing

Specularity

Emissivity

Case
1

1

3

4

1

0.0

0.0

Case
2

1

3

4

1

1.0

0.0

Case
3

1

3

4

1

0.5

0.5

Case
4

1

1

4

2

0.0

0.0

Case
5

1

1

4

2

1.0

0.0

Case
6

1

1

4

2

0.5

0.5

Case
7

j(a)

!(a)

4

2

0.0

0.0

Case
8

j(a)

j(a)

4

2

1.0

0.0

Case
9

!<a)

!(a)

4

2

0.5

0.5

Case
10

1

3

4

1

0.0

0.0

Case
11

1

3

4

1

1.0

0.0

Case
12

1

3

4

1

0.5

0.5
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Transmission of Radiation Through the Arrays

Transmission of radiation through the array is presented in two forms: the array
transmission and array extinction coefficient. Array transmission is the fraction of
incident radiation that passes through the array. Array extinction coefficient is
defined as

where K equals array extinction coefficient, i equals radiation flux transmitted
through the array, ^o equals radiation flux incident in the array, and s equals
apparent array width.

The array extinction coefficient includes the effect of apparent array depth on the
transmission of radiation. Apparent array depth is defined as

s = 1/coscc (6)

where a is the incident angle of the beam radiation impinging on the array. Results
for the nine cases are summarized in Table 2 and are discussed below.

Array Transmission

In cases involving diffuse reflection, array transmission generally decreases
with incident angle but the decrease is not monotonic. The specular cases show large
variations in array transmission as incident angle is increased, without any clear
trends.

If the arrays were being modeled as a participating medium, one would generally
expect the transmission to decrease with incident angle because the apparent depth of
the array increases as incident angle increases. The nonmonotonic behavior of array
transmission as a function of incident, angle is caused by the fixed geometric
arrangement of elements in the array. When the array incident angle is 0, any
radiation not impinging on an element passes through the array. As the incident angle
increases, generally less radiation will pass through the array without encountering an
element. However, occasionally an increasing incident angle will produce an
arrangement of elements that results in a photon path that will pass through without
encountering any elements. The existence and magnitude of these unobstructed optical
paths through the array is the most important determining factor for array
transmission. In cases 1 and 3, an incident angle of 3*716 results in an increase in
the number of unobstructed optical paths through the array.

The specular cases (cases 2, 5, and 8) show more complex behavior. When specular
reflection is considered, unobstructed optical paths may result from photon
trajectories through the array that include specular reflections from array elements.
As incident angle varies, the geometric arrangement of elements forms a number of
photon paths that, while involving multiple specular reflections, result in the photon
being transmitted through the array.

Case 5 illustrates the impact of specular reflection on array transmission. The
diffuse case (case 4) shows a small increase in transmission when the array incident
angle is increased from 3W16 to T/4, but the specular case shows a much larger
increase. The increased transmission for the specular case is caused by the formation
of specular reflecting photon paths through the array.

Array Extinction Coefficient

The array extinction coefficient includes the impact of apparent array depth.
Ignoring scattering from array elements, the length of a photon pat'i through the array
will increase with incident angle. If the array were being modeled as an absorbing
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medium, transmission shoula decrease with increasing photon path length, but the
extinction coefficient should be constant for a homogenous medium.

Table 2 shows a significant variation in extinction coefficient as a function of
array incident angle. When specular reflection is not considered and ignoring the
cases with normal incident radiation (a - 0.0), variations in the extinction
coefficients are as low as 48% (case 1) and as high as 75% (case 9) for the range ot
incident angles examined. Variations with incident array angle are also large for the
specular cases where the array extinction coefficient can vary by as much as 70%.
Clearly, the two array geometries cannot be assumed to be isotropic.

Results included in Table 2 show that the sparse array of square elements and
cylindrical elements had the same nonmonotonic relationship between array transmission
and array incident angle that was observed in the array of fin-shaped elements.
Extinction coefficient values show the same magnitude of variation with incident angle
for both array geometries. Contrary to expectations, the array of sparsely distributed
square and cylindrical elements appears to be as strongly anisotropic as the array of
fin-shaped elements.

As Howell [4] observed, when the orientation of an array is fixed, the scattering
phase function for an element depends on the angle of incidence, as well as the angle
of reflection. However, the results of this study suggest that the problem may be even
more complicated because it appears that optical properties of an array will depend on
the geometric arrangements of the elements, in addition to the scattering phase
function of individual elements. The nonmonotonic relationship between array
transmission and incident angle and the anisotropic extinction coefficients shows that
the relative location of array elements can have a strong impact on array optical
properties.

TABLE 2. Array Transmission and Extinction Coefficient

Array
Incident
Angle
(.}

0.0

»/16

ir/8

3./16

»/4

3»/8

0.0

«/I6

»/8

3»/16

»/4

3*/8

0.0

it/16

W8

3./16

./4

3*/8

Case 1

Array
Transmission

CO
62.6

25.9

24.5

43.7

19.6

13.8

Array
Extinction
Coefficient

-0.4687

-1.326

-1.298

-0.688

-1.151

-0.7580

Case 4

61.4

14.8

14.2

23.1

29 •

15.5

-0.4863

' -1.874

-1.805

-1.217

-0.8609

-0.7137

Case 7

52.8

19.6

25.6

27.2

37.8

26.4

-0.465

-1.598

-1.259

-1.082

-0.688

-0.510

Case 2

Array
Transmission

w
60.0

31.6

20.0

47.3

20.0

78.2

Array
Extinction
Coefficient

-0.5100

-1.130

-1.48?

-0.6229

-1.138

-0.0939

Case 5

60.0

0.6

19.5

52.6

80.0

9.5

-0.5100

-4.987

-1.511

-0.5349

-.1578

-0.9007

Case 8

66.4

36.8

26.4

35.2

58.1

38.3

-0.409

-0.980

-1.230

-0.868

-0.384

-0.367

Case 3

Array
Transmission

w
60.0

9.3

5.6

23.0

1.4

0.9

Array
Extinction
Coefficient

-0.5100

-2.326

-2.671

-0.923

-3.025

-1.763

Case 6

60.0

0.5

0.6

1.7

2.3

0.8

-0.5100

-5.238

-4.701

-3.370

-2.655

-1.848

Case 9

60.5

2.4

13.0

3.3

9.3

9.4

-0.503

-3.658

-1.885

-2.836

-1.680

-0.905
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CONCLUSIONS

Radiation heat transfer in arrays of fixed discrete surfaces is a poorly
understood phenomenon encountered in several important engineering applications. As
part of a larger study to investigate radiation heat transfer in arrays of discrete
surfaces, a Monte Carlo model using cell-to-cell photon transport was used to conduct
parametric studies on three arrays. The results of the parametric evaluations showed
that array transmission generally decreases with incident angle but the decrease is not
monotonic and significant variation in extinction coefficient will occur as a function
of array incidence angle. Optical properties of arrays will depend on the geometric
arrangements of the elements in addition to the scattering phase function of an
individual element. Assuming the arrays are isotropic will likely result in
significant error.
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